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Abstract— In this study, we created a machine learning
database that contains several thousands of samples in three
categories, by collecting the review quotes and the corresponding
scores from Metacritic. As a second step, we extracted the words
used in these quotes from reviews of music albums, movies and
TV shows. Then, according to a few statistics, we selected a
small set of words that could carry the most amount of score
information. This selection procedure is confirmed by the lists of
positive and negative words we generated. These lists are very
meaningful for a human examiner, and shows a clear relation
between the words and the corresponding mean scores. In the
last step, we applied linear regression and SVM regression for
machine learning. The experiments show that we can achieve an
estimation accuracy from ±11 to ±20 points, depending on the
dataset and the algorithm used.

Index Terms— bag of words, linear regression, svm regression,
opinion estimation

I. INTRODUCTION

METACRITIC is a site where movie, game, music, book
and TV reviews are aggregated. Most of these reviews

are online and available in the websites of newspapers and
magazines, but Metacritic collects them in a more uniform
and structured way.[1]

This site is referred by many professionals as a metric to
determine a product’s quality. In addition to collecting and
summarizing verbal content, Metacritic also calculates the
mean of several ratings given by different sources to the same
product, namely, the Metascore. This meta-rating is considered
to be so informative that it is even used by producers to choose
whether to work with a studio or an artist or not. In this project,
we are not concerned with how the numbers add up, but how
the numbers relate to the words near them.

In Metacritic, the score of every review is accompanied by
a selected quote from the review, which creates an opportunity
for us to make an analysis that combine these two aspects. We
use this site as a dataset to estimate score from review text.
Our purposes are:

1) Obtain a new database for research that relates text di-
rectly to scores, and make it available for other projects.

2) Apply machine learning methods to a real-life dataset,
and confront the problem of quantifying meaning and
making it processable by a machine.

3) Make meta-metacritic deductions, such as pinpointing
the most frequent words that are used when expressing
either good or bad opinion about a product. These words
can also be compared between different products to
see which aspects are more important for one type of
product (a movie) compared to another (a TV show).

II. BASIC CONCEPTS

In this section, we are going to explain the structure of the
website, how we obtained the dataset and which simplifying
assumptions are used to make sense of this data.

A. Metacritic as a database

In Metacritic, there are reviews of thousands of movies,
albums and games. Each product has a page of its own
that contains general information and a link to its official
page. It also contains 8-10 quotes from reviews by different
newspapers and magazines about that product. Each review
gives a percentage score, and the metascore of a product is
calculated as the arithmetic mean of these scores.

Below are example reviews about the movie Fast & Furious,
which has a metascore of 45. One of them is positive and one
of them is negative (An example shown in Figure 1):

Score: 70
Reviewer: Washington Post
Quote: The reunion is fun and frantic, like the
original on double nitro.

Score: 38
Reviewer: Miami Herald
Quote: A loud, dumb movie, but its male, car-
obsessed audience will probably enjoy it anyway.

As you can see, a positive opinion contains more words with
positive connotations, whereas a negative opinion contains
the opposite. Each quote is picked from a long review to
summarize its basic idea, so they are very brief and loaded.
It may be hard to understand its actual meaning even for a
person that simply did not watch that movie. However, to
convey the opinion, some of these quotes contain words that
clearly express the reviewer’s positive or negative feelings
about that product. If we can analyze these words, we can find
a correlation between them and the given score. This allows
us to use the Bag of Words model, which is explained in the
next section.

I developed a PHP-based web crawler that traverses the
search pages of Metacritic.com and extracts the data samples
belonging to three categories of products. After collecting

Fig. 1. An example review quote from Metacritic with score 83.
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the retrieved data in a local MySQL database, the duplicate
samples are removed by a query, making sure that every
product and review record is unique. After these operations,
our database contains following three datasets:

• 8,335 reviews of 560 TV shows
• 62,293 reviews of 4,390 music albums
• 113,456 reviews of 6,125 movies

All of these are not used, due to space and time complexity
required to process it. However, this crawler and database
can be made available and open for use by other parties.
If needed, every quote also has a link that can be used to
extract the full text of the review, but we only used the quoted
text for analysis. When we use a dataset, we first pick 5000
quotes randomly, and split these quotes to extract all words
used in these quotes in a separate table. Each word in this
new table have a few statistical metrics (explained in the next
section) that allow us to select a smaller set of words that can
meaningfully represent score information.

B. Bag of Words model

Bag of Words denotes a set of machine learning models that
share a common simplifying assumption: Features (which can
be words or image features) affect the result independently,
their semantic or visual organization does not matter. In this
case, we can represent each data sample as a binomial vector
of 1’s and 0’s that correspond to words that exist in a review
quote and the words that do not. In terms of probability,
this means these features are conditionally independent, which
corresponds to a Naive Bayes approach in classification.

The limitation of this approach is that it is insensitive to
logical operations in the sentences like negated adjectives such
as not good. However, I assume that the connotative message is
more or less seperated from the denotative message. Therefore,
a word that has a strong emotional connotation like master-
piece or remarkable is less likely to be used with a negation
that diminishes its connotative effect.

Another problem is the non-uniformity of the dataset. Some
words are more meaningful and some are not. For example,
words like wonderful, dreadful, bland are meaningful, whereas
words like the, an, were are not. Similarly, some quotes contain
meaningful words, and some quotes just do not. Sometimes
meaning only resides between the words, where our algorithm
does not work. As the available information varies, it might
be appropriate to have an output of confidence to eliminate
false outputs, but this is not considered in this project.

III. WORD SELECTION

In this section, we examine the single most important step in
the application: Selection of words. The benefits of choosing
a good word set is twofold:

1) A smaller and more meaningful word set improves the
performance of machine learning.

2) It also provides interpretable information for a human
examiner.

A. The datasets

Each data sample in our three datasets (TV Show, Music
album and Movie reviews) contain the following three com-
ponents:

• Score: The score given by the reviewer as a percentage
in the range 0-100.

• Source: The newspaper, magazine or website that pro-
vided this review.

• Quote: Selected quote from the review, usually one or
two sentences that summarize the reviewer’s opinion.

Among these, we primarily focus on the quote. We want
to further summarize this summary of a review, so that we
can reach overall list of most significant positive and negative
words used in a review for a specific type of product. If are
selecting words for human users, we can even generate these
positive/negative lists relative to a specific reviewer to help
higher-level deductions about what a certain reviewer likes or
dislikes in a movie or a music album.

B. Selecting words

We begin by extracting every single word used in our set
of quotes. We also calculate a few statistical values for these
words to help the selection process:

• Product count (PC): The number of products (TV show,
album or movie) that contain this word in its review
quotes.

• Quote count (QC): The number of review quotes that
contain this word.

• Score mean (SM): The mean value, calculated from the
scores of quotes containing this word.

• Score stdev (SS): The standard deviation, calculated from
the scores of quotes containing this word.

As you can see, we can determine a score of a word (SM),
as the arithmetic mean of the scores of all quotes that use the
word. However, SM is not meaningful in several situations.
To reliably use SM as an indication of word connotation, we
have to apply a few constraints on our word set to eliminate
fewer used words and unmeaningful words.

1) Meaningful words: Words that correspond to a score
with a given accuracy. This constraint forces an upper
bound for standard deviation of word score:
SS < SSmax

2) Frequently used words: Words that have been used
with a frequency that is above a given threshold. This
contraint forces a lower bound for product count:
PC > PCmin

3) Non-grammatical words: Eliminate grammatical words
like a, the, they, than by forcing an upper bound for
product count:
PC < PCmax

For all datasets, we forced the bounds SSmax = 20 and
PCmax = 100. The value of PCmin was selected as 15, 30
and 20 for TV shows, albums and movies respectively. By
using these parameters, we selected 258, 290 and 241 words
out of several thousands of extracted words for each product
type. If we order these selected words according to their mean
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TABLE I
SELECTED WORDS WITH THE HIGHEST AND LOWEST

MEAN SCORES FROM REVIEWS OF TV SHOWS.

TV Shows
Positive words QC PC SM SS
returns 22 17 82.6 11.5
remarkable 20 17 82.1 10.7
smartly 21 21 82.1 12.0
rare 35 32 81.9 16.9
beautifully 18 18 80.3 17.7
funniest 21 20 79.7 18.9
happily 17 17 79.3 10.6
superb 25 23 78.0 19.7
crisp 16 16 77.9 14.3
extras 44 17 77.7 15.3
Negative words QC PC SM SS
unfunny 31 22 23.4 13.0
lame 24 21 25.6 15.8
waste 20 18 26.8 17.2
uninspired 18 18 31.7 14.2
boring 26 22 32.1 11.8
dumb 26 22 33.0 18.1
pretentious 23 17 34.9 16.3
weak 19 19 37.1 17.8
tedious 25 24 38.1 18.7
bland 31 30 39.5 13.9

score (SM), we can see that they relate to their scores very
meaningfully (Tables I, II and III).

These tables of selected words lead us to a few interesting
results such as:

• Movie reviews use a fancy language while TV reviews
are written casually.

• Despite the difference in language, being unfunny is the
single most harmful perception both for TV shows and
movies.

• Ballad is a risky kind of music in terms of reviews.
• Newness is praised in music as expressed by words date

and modern.
• Personality is something that is expected from a music

album.
• Disappointment is worse in movies, which are relatively

more advertised and supposed to be better but fail.
• Bad TV shows are called waste because they take the

most amount of time.
• Masterpiece and artists words show that music is con-

sidered more as an art form than entertainment.
Separate runs may yield varying word lists from different

quote sets. In addition, separate word lists can be extracted
from book and game reviews, which would probably allow
further study for human researcher. However, our purpose
dictates us to convey this information to a machine learner,
which will be handled in the next section.

IV. REGRESSION

In terms of machine learning, our problem is one of re-
gression, because we are not trying to classify reviews, but
estimate their score. Thus, our output variable is the review
score, which is a continuous number in the range 0-100. To
estimate score, we are going to convert the review quote into
an input vector that will depend on our set of selected words
and their existence in the quote.

TABLE II
SELECTED WORDS WITH THE HIGHEST AND LOWEST

MEAN SCORES FROM REVIEWS OF MUSIC ALBUMS.

Albums
Positive words QC PC SM SS
masterpiece 33 33 81.3 11.4
rare 49 49 80.6 11.0
beautiful 78 76 80.1 11.9
date 83 80 79.5 11.8
powerful 37 37 79.1 12.4
excellent 48 48 78.2 8.9
accessible 38 38 78.2 10.0
exciting 46 42 78.0 14.5
modern 42 40 77.2 10.4
artists 33 32 77.2 13.9
Negative words QC PC SM SS
unfortunately 58 58 53.4 11.5
bad 69 63 59.1 17.8
mess 35 32 59.5 19.1
mostly 62 61 60.0 16.5
problem 59 58 60.5 12.8
lacking 31 31 60.7 16.3
ballads 62 62 61.0 15.6
personality 33 31 61.1 16.7
under 32 31 61.1 15.5
becomes 33 33 61.2 14.4

TABLE III
SELECTED WORDS WITH THE HIGHEST AND LOWEST

MEAN SCORES FROM REVIEWS OF MOVIES.

Movies
Positive words QC PC SM SS
riveting 36 35 83.1 13.8
exhilarating 23 23 81.9 13.7
crafted 27 27 79.2 18.5
superb 22 22 79.0 18.2
extraordinary 28 27 78.5 16.3
brilliant 43 42 78.5 19.1
combination 21 21 77.1 14.9
uses 23 23 77.0 13.5
engrossing 30 30 77.0 14.7
beautifully 34 34 77.0 14.5
Negative words QC PC SM SS
unfunny 22 22 30.6 18.3
tedious 26 26 40.4 19.4
fails 24 23 41.6 19.3
mess 34 33 41.6 16.2
dull 41 40 42.5 16.2
lacking 21 21 42.9 16.8
disappointment 21 21 44.0 17.5
supposed 24 24 44.2 16.1
bland 26 26 45.3 13.8
mediocre 21 21 48.8 16.3

In brief, our data sample consists of an input vector and an
output score. Input vector represents the quoted sentence in
terms of the existence of selected words. The output value is
the score given by the reviewer.

A. The input vector

For our model, we first define the input vector xt as the
binomial vector where

xti =
{

1 sample contains ith selected word
0 otherwise (1)

In this vector, elements are either 0 or 1 denoting that a
particular word exists or not. The problem is, the summation
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wTx has different number of terms for every quote. For
regression, we have to calculate a single weight value wi for
every particular word. But in a binomial vector, this value may
affect a quote with very different proportions. For a quote that
only contains four selected words, wi would be responsible for
quarter of the score, whereas for a quote containing only that
word, the same wi has to estimate the score by itself. Quotes
richer in words tend to yield greater score estimations. This is
clearly a problem.

This problem is partly solved by modifying the vector by
a normalization factor. In this new normalized input vector,
elements are either 0 or 1

qst , where qst is the quote size, i.e.
the number of non-zero elements in the vector, or the number
of selected words contained by this quote. In this case, wTx
calculates the arithmetic mean of wi values corresponding to
non-zero elements xti 6= 0.

Consider the following quote from review:
The engaging, honest commentary is just what a
DVD set should provide, and once again The Office
extras don’t disappoint.

This text only contains three words in the selected word set:
engaging, commentary, and extras. Therefore, it is represented
as a long vector with only three non-zero elements and we say
that the size of this quote is 3. In a binomial vector, these non-
zero elements are 1. However, in this case we divide them by
3, the quote size, to obtain a normalized vector that treats
equal to words in quotes with differing sizes.

Therefore, we modify our input model as to normalize its
values with respect to size of the quote qst.

xti =
{

1
qst sample contains ith selected word
0 otherwise

(2)

Some of the quotes may not contain our selected words at
all (qs=0). These samples are represented by an input vector
with all elements zero. As we cannot use these samples for
learning, we have to eliminate them by setting the minimum
quote size as 1.

A normalized input vector does not bear the previous prob-
lem of differing proportions, and it treats all words equally.
But this can also be a problem, because it cannot represent
the difference in importance among words, which is related to
standard deviation in score (SS). This variation can only be
taken into account in a nonlinear model, which is outside the
scope of this project.

B. The output: Score

For each xt, we have a corresponding rt that is the actual
score of the review we use for training and validation. We
estimate the true score by the g(xt|w) that is parametrized
with the vector w:

yt = g(xt|w) = wTxt = Σwi.xti + w0 (3)

The scores can be normalized by comparing mean scores
of particular reviewers with overall mean scores, but this
normalization is not considered in this project. This is because
the ratio of reviewer mean score to the overall mean score is

very close to 1 and negligible in the current level of learning.
Moreover, Metacritic website itself does not take into account
this effect and directly sum up scores from different reviewers.

In this model, learning from a dataset consists of initial-
izing the vector w and updating its values until the overall
error converges to a minimum. The error function and the
update equations are determined according to the regression
algorithm.

C. Linear Regression

In linear regression, error is calculated by the square dis-
tance:

eε(rt, f(xt)) = [rt − f(xt)]2 (4)

We use online gradient descent to calculate weights. Initial
weights are chosen randomly in range 0-100. Then, following
update equations are applied for each sample until conver-
gence.

∆w0 = η.(rt − yt) ∆wi = η.(rt − yt).xti (5)

D. SVM Regression

Only difference in SVM regression is the error function,
which is calculated by ε-sensitive loss function [2]:

eε(rt, yt) =
{

0 if |rt − yt| < ε
|rt − yt| − ε otherwise (6)

This changes the update equations accordingly:

∆w0 = η ∆wi =
{

0 if |rt − yt| < ε
η.xti.sign(rt − yt) otherwise

(7)
We selected ε = 5 as a fairly small difference in 100 points.

V. EXPERIMENTS

For every product type (TV show, album and movie) we
conducted experiments with both linear and SVM regression.
Each combination was run through 300 epochs with a shuffled
dataset of quotes that is divided into two equal subsets:
A training set and a validation set. The learning rate was
decreased with the equation η = 2/T . The results show that
the SVM regression is more robust.

A. Linear regression

In linear regression experiments, the mean training error
decreased from 300 until below 200 and slowed down its
progress near a minimum between 100-150. This means that
the lowest possible difference between estimation and true
score (rt−yt) is 14-17 points (in range 0-100) in the training
set. However, the mean validation error did not decrease after
200, which corresponds to a difference of 20 points. Another
problem are the spikes in the validation errors, which tell that
our model is not robust, and our updates on the parameters
may not improve the performance on the validation set.
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B. SVM regression

In SVM regression experiments, we see error drops in the
training set similarly until 6-10 which corresponds to a dif-
ference of 11-15 points. The validation error stops decreasing
at 9-12 which corresponds to a difference of 14-17 points.
The final results are a few points better than linear regression.
Moreover, we can see both errors smoothly decrease. This
suggests that the instability in linear regression is solved by
the ε-sensitive error function that tolerates 5 points of error
and also by the SVM update equations for ∆wi and ∆w0 that
eliminate the multiplier (rt − yt).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we created a machine learning database that
contains several thousands of samples in three categories, by
collecting the review quotes and the corresponding scores from
Metacritic. This could be possible by a custom-made PHP
crawler that worked for a few days. As a second step, we
extracted the words used in these quotes from reviews of
music albums, movies and TV shows. Then, according to a
few statistics, we selected a small set of words that could
carry the most amount of score information. This selection
procedure is confirmed by the lists of positive and negative
words we generated. These lists are very meaningful for a
human examiner, and shows a clear relation between the words
and the corresponding mean scores. In the last step, we applied
linear regression and SVM regression for machine learning.
The experiments show that we can achieve an estimation
accuracy from ±11 to ±20 points, depending on the dataset
and the algorithm used.

These results are not too bad, given that it is already a hard
problem for a human subject to guess the score given by a
reviewer by merely reading a few sentences from a review.
In conclusion, we can say that this work is open to future
progression in the following ways:

1) A more complex non-linear model can be employed
for machine learning. Our current normalized vector
basically calculates the average over the ‘weights’ of

Fig. 2. Linear regression of TV show scores. Best guesses differ from true
score by 20 points in the validation set.

known words. The input vector only picks a set of
words to determine score, and weights of these words
do not really weigh the word’s effect, but they act like
an estimated score corresponding to that word. As a
given quote can contain differing number of words, the
selected words should have their own input nodes, and
there must be separate weights that actually weigh their
effect on the output. In such a model, less meaningful
words can be given less weight values so that they affect
the estimation proportionately.

2) In a more accurate system, the scores must be normal-
ized depending on its reviewer. As the score is given
subjectively, different reviewers can have different ideas
of a score. In general, mean scores and ranges of scores
can differ depending on the reviewer, which must be
taken into account.

3) Despite increased complexity, using two-word combi-
nations would certainly improve learning, as there are
several idioms and phrases used in these quotes, such as
treading water or big laughs.

4) Adding a new output that denotes the confidence of
the algorithm’s estimate. As the algorithm is more
successful in a subset of quotes, this would allow us
to eliminate the low confidence estimates and false
positives/negatives to decrease overall error.

5) Extending positive/negative word lists to reviewer-
specific or publication-specific analyses to allow for
richer deductions for human examiners.
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Fig. 3. Linear regression of music album scores. Best guesses differ from
true score by 17 points in the validation set.
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Fig. 4. Linear regression of movie scores. Best guesses differ from true score
by 20 points in the validation set.

Fig. 5. SVM regression of TV show scores. Best guesses in validation set
are as close as 17 points.

Fig. 6. SVM regression of music album scores. Best guesses in validation
set are as close as 11 points.

Fig. 7. SVM regression of movie scores. Best guesses in validation set are
as close as 17 points.


